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There is an almost perfect example of ideology to be seen every day at the University 
of Queensland, where I work. High above the Forgan Smith Building, the sandstone 
facade that is the public face of the university, hang the official flags. There are three 
flags that are hung, in line with updated university protocol: an Australian flag, with 
its southern cross and union jack; a State of Queensland flag, with its union jack and 
imperial crown on a blue cross; and Harold Thomas’ well-known Aboriginal flag, 
with its yellow sun on top of a black above a red stripe. 
 
What is fascinating – and what is telling about the place of Aborigines in Australia 
today – is that the university does not know exactly how to hang its flags. Most days, 
it is the Australian flag that flies above the Queensland and Aboriginal flags, which 
are hung on the same level. But on occasions in which there is a particular Aboriginal 
presence at the university – say, an opening of Western Desert painting at the 
University Art Museum – the Aboriginal flag is flown on the same level as the 
Australian flag, and the Queensland flag is sometimes even missing. 
 
Both alternatives are in a way unsatisfactory, which is why the truth is not to be found 
in either position. On the one hand, to fly the Aboriginal flag alongside that of the 
State of Queensland is to reduce Aborigines to just another constituency within the 
overall body politic of Australia. Of course, this is unacceptable: Aborigines are not 
merely another “minority” within Australia, but a first or privileged peoples whose 
priority must be recognised. And yet, on the other hand, to hang the Aboriginal flag 
alongside the Australian one is to challenge the unity of this body politic, implicitly to 
raise the question of Aboriginal sovereignty. Aborigines would constitute not another 
grouping within Australia, but begin to disarticulate the very notion of Australia. 
 
In all kinds of ways, and from all sides of politics, it is hard to give Aborigines a 
place. They remain a problem, a symptom, a matter of too-much or not-enough and 
never just-enough. Take, for example, Coalition Leader Tony Abbott’s opposition to 
the current practice of acknowledging the prior occupation of Aborigines before 
public gatherings. Against what he sees as the prevailing “political correctness”, he 
argues that the practice is essentially tokenistic, that past injustices should not be 
dwelt on and that we should just collectively get on with things. And, although 
Abbott’s “plain speaking” does contain more than a hint of racism, he does 
undoubtedly have a point. In the absence of meaningful financial reparation or 
significant constitutional reform, these ceremonies are indeed sentimental, a salve to 
white conscience, a way of appearing to do something while actually doing nothing. 
 
From notionally the other side of politics, take ex-Cape York Land Council Chair 
Noel Pearson’s argument for outback Aboriginal communities being kept viable by 
such things as eco-tourism and mining leases. Here would say that Pearson’s plans are 
unrealistic or strictly speaking self-contradictory. It is the same forces of capitalism 
that, in giving these “traditional” communities new sources of income, also render 
them unsustainable. The educating of the young people of these communities in the 
cities so that that can deal with Europeans almost certainly means that they are 
unlikely to return when their education is over. The “traditional” Aboriginal and white 
Australian ways of life are strictly irreconcilable. 
 
In every sense, Aborigines occupy an impossible position in contemporary Australia. 
At once they are appealed to in order to give white Australians a sense of identity and 
they are excluded from the national self-image. At once their art is celebrated and the 
conditions for its continuation done away with. At once they are sought to be 
remembered and attempted to be forgotten. We might recall here Ian McLean’s White 
Aborigines, which speaks of a white “Aboriginality” that displaces actual Aborigines 
with a native indigeneity. Or, in a more psychoanalytic register, we might think of 
Jennifer Rutherford’s The Gauche Intruder, which posits an Aboriginal “other” that 
must be repressed in order to allow the “fantasy of nation”. Neither McLean’s nor 
Rutherford’s analysis offers any solution, or holds out any hope for an eventual 
reconciliation. Rather, for them Aborigines persist as a kind of non-place or no-part. 
Or, to put this in its properly paradoxical form, we would say that Aborigines 
precisely stand in for or keep open this non-place or no-part. They are the place of 
non-place, the part of no-part. 
 
If we argue here that urban Aboriginal art is a meaningful artistic category, it is 
because it begins with this paradox. Insofar as there is anything that defines it, it is 
just this contradiction between what it speaks of and that place from where it speaks. 
Or, to put this another way, what we see in urban Aboriginal art is an insistence upon 
Aboriginality, but with no way of expressing it. Let us take here perhaps three 
defining examples of the movement. In Lin Onus’ work, there is a gap between its 
rarrk-derived backgrounds and its white foregrounds. In Trevor Nickolls’ Dreamtime 
to Machinetime series, there is an opposition between a black Aboriginal and a white 
“machine” man, sometimes in the same figure. In Gordon Bennett’s history paintings, 
we often have a black face seeing a white reflection of itself in a mirror. More than 
any simple split between black and white in the pictures, there is figured the 
impossibility of the artists expressing their black identity except in a white language 
that is alien to them. It is not directly but only through its impossibility that 
Aboriginality would be represented. 
 
In all of this urban art operates as an implicit critique of the spirituality and 
attachment to land of desert art, and the way it is seen to operate for white Australians 
(and even for Aborigines living in cities) as a signifier of Australianness, as what 
allows them to think they belong here. Instead, what is indicated there is the loss of 
Aboriginality, the absence of any innate spiritual qualities or meaningful attachment 
to the land. It speaks against Aboriginal art’s status as a kind of fetish that serves to 
fill in or cover over a gap, allowing its white audience to think that the effects of 
colonisation are not irreversible, that art is any kind of empowerment or compensation 
for what has happened. 
 
In this urban Aboriginal art would be committed to an endless process of refusal, 
negation, self-criticism. But again, in a paradoxical way, it is this absence of qualities, 
this loss of location, that would constitute its Aboriginality. It is true, therefore, as a 
number of commentators have pointed out, that urban Aboriginal art would repeat the 
classic modernist trajectory of reduction, subtraction, a questioning of all aesthetic 
and representational means. It becomes in effect a form of abstract or conceptual art 
whose aim is to represent the impossibility of representing Aboriginality. There would 
no longer be any visual – or, indeed, artistic – language appropriate to it. Hence the 
final works of Lin Onus, in which all Aboriginal content lies submerged beneath the 
waters of a billabong. Or the gradual take-over by the “machine”-like aspects of the 
painting in Trevor Nickolls. Or Gordon Bennett’s recent retreat to Frank Stella-like 




Members of the ProppaNOW collective 
 
It is absolutely all this that is to be seen in the Brisbane-based urban art collective 
proppaNOW. First, in the notion of the collective there is a refusal of individual 
artistic identity and the expressive and spiritual assumptions of Aboriginal art. 
Second, the work as such is generic, anonymous, appropriated. It comes out of a 
collectively shared reservoir of other art works, photographic archives, popular 
culture, even the language of abstract art understood as vernacular. It is thus not a 
matter of any “Dreaming” in the sense of some esoteric or privileged knowledge 
inaccessible to its white audience. Rather, in the exactly opposite move, proppaNOW 
make work out of the most common and widely available cultural materials: the 
discarded and demotic leftovers that speak to our unconscious desires and impulses. 
 
It is here that we can see the real political point to the work: the refusal by the group’s 
members to play the Aborigine. The members of proppaNOW are engaged in a 
double-edged critique of Desert art: we might think here, for example, of their 
controversial characterisation of it as “ooga-booga”, Richard Bell’s well-known 
aphorism “Aboriginal Art – It’s a White Thing” and Tony Albert’s depiction of 
outback Aborigines using forms of white kitsch. This critique is double-edged 
because it can easily be understood that they are criticising actual art and artists rather 
than the white control of the Aboriginal arts industry and what Aboriginal art means 
to white Australians. Indeed, we would say that for them the continued dispossession 
of Aborigines and the lack of compensation for past injustices is possible only 
because of Aboriginal art. (The crucial and radical point is that the artists of 
proppaNOW see Aboriginal art not as any form of Indigenous empowerment or 
spiritual compensation but as what allows white Australians to believe they are doing 
something for Aborigines when they are not; that the spiritual power of Aboriginal art 
operates as a form of inner “irony” that allows white Australians to believe they are 
not doing what they effectively are. In every sense, for the artists of proppaNOW the 
renaissance of Aboriginal art is part of the ongoing repression and exploitation of 
Aboriginal people and not any exception to it.) 
 
But this critique would be double-edged in the sense that with the denial of any 
Aboriginality, it would leave the artists with no one to speak for and no language in 
which to speak. The artists of proppaNOW are embarked on the paradox that to 
declare there is no Aboriginality is the very sign of Aboriginality and can only be said 
by Aborigines. We might think here of Richard Bell’s endless mocking of the 
caricatures of Aboriginality; Vernon Ah Kee’s drawings of his family, known to him 
only through anthropologist Norman Tindale’s photographic archive; and Tony 
Albert’s reproduction of racist images of Aborigines from school history books. But 
we might also think of Andrea Fisher’s jewellery as both an expression of feminine 
liberation and a reminder of colonial shackles; Jennifer Herd’s abstractions as at once 
reminiscent of Kimberleys art and a commentary on their own generic or everyday 
nature; Bianca Beetson’s imitation of the style of Pintupi art that can look like the 
scanning bars for retail items; Laurie Nilsen’s making of native fauna from barbed 
wire, the thing that has driven them off the land, in favour of such introduced species 
as sheep and cattle; and even Gordon Hookey’s political panoramas, which use the 
language of white politics and imitate the format of newspapers and television 
screens. 
 
This is a despiritualised, desublimated art that is endlessly self-negating and self-
cancelling. And this is urban Aboriginal art: this non-place is understood as the very 
place of Aborigines. Think, for example, of the gesture repeated throughout the group 
of self-criticism, self-condemnation, self-education: Bell’s “I am Humiliated”; Ah 
Kee’s Ill-Like series; Albert’s “Sorry”; the making-ugly or unaesthetic of Fisher, 
Herd, Beetson, Nilsen, Hookey. And the other side of this is work that is boastful, 
arrogant, demanding: the gangsta personae of Albert and Fisher, the over-blown 
feminine kitsch of Beetson, the raucous hectoring of Hookey, the hands-off sculpture 
of Nilsen, the blood-red palette of Herd. In one way or another, the work seeks 
deliberately to appear unlikeable in the eyes of its white spectators. But once again, 
paradoxically, there is a strange self-empowerment in this. At the very end of this 
process of abnegation and emptying-out a certain Aboriginality is found. By giving up 
all inherited signs of identity, another identity is discovered. 
 
And this ease, this evident lack of artistic skill, this finding of subject mater 
everywhere, tells us something else. If on the one hand there is no longer a language 
in which the artists can express themselves, on the other everything seems to speak a 
hidden Aboriginality, appears to be based on a repressed or unconscious 
Aboriginality. Bell shows us that Jasper Johns’ Target paintings were always 
Aboriginal roundels; Ah Kee reveals that Shakespeare was actually speaking about 
Aborigines; Fisher and Beetson even make the point that femininity as such is 
Aboriginal. If there is no “proper” Aboriginality, proppaNOW demonstrate that 
everything in contemporary Australia is complicit with, inseparable from an 
“improper” Aboriginality. This is precisely the impossibility of place we have been 
trying to point to here: that Aboriginality is not simply absent but everywhere present, 
unable to be kept outside or in its proper place. 
 
In all of this it is appropriate that in this show the artists of proppaNOW turn to 
drawing. Drawing in this light can be seen not so much as some specific artistic 
practice or medium, but rather as the withdrawal of all artistic qualities or properties: 
colour, presence, mimetic or at least photographic verisimilitude. It would be as 
though the drawn line as it proceeds erases its own trace, produces an absence not a 
presence. It would be as though what we were looking at were a ghost image, a kind 
of negative, an image of something – Aboriginality – that was no longer there. In its 
interplay of pencil mark and the white space around it, it would be as though 
something appears at the same time as it disappears. We could no sooner say that 
Aboriginality is represented here than it would be shown that it is not, and it is in this 
again that Aboriginality appears. 
 
Rex Butler 
 
